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Your own village news and events for March 2016 - please send your
contributions to thegossip@northnewington.info

Fete day is Saturday July 16th
As the Olympics are in South America this August, we thought we would have a new theme
for the fete this year… it’s going to be a “CARNIVAL” fete.
SO... get ready, as we will probably have a children’s dressing up competition too, all in the
‘Carnival’ style.

You can help us out by organising a stall, some games, collecting books, bric a brac, bottles
for the wine stall (full and empty), giving us some time to help set up and take down the fete
and also helping out at the BBQ in the evening. If you are a plant grower you could set aside
some plants for the plant and produce stall too.
Basically all help will be gratefully received and you can have some ‘Carnival Fun’ too. You
never know we may even have a ‘mini float’ competition!
So start thinking and collecting. Talk to any of the VIG members to ask how you can help out
this year. They are Mike, Julian, Elaine, Trish, Sarah H, Sarah D, Margaret, Jess, Richard L
or Luci.
Before the fete… just a reminder...
On Sunday June 12th at 3pm… we are having a Royal Tea Party in the School and a marquee
on the playground, to help celebrate the Queen’s 90th birthday. It’s free to all villagers, so
put the date in your diary. The Queen will be celebrating in the Mall… we will be joining in, at
the School!!

North Newington Parish Council
Annual Open Meeting
The Open meeting this year is due to be held on Tuesday 10th May 7pm at Bishop Carpenter School.
All villagers are encouraged to attend and refreshments will be provided.

Spring Clean
This years ‘Spring Clean’ has been scheduled to take place on Sunday 22nd May. We hope by organizing it later in the year
the weather will be better and hopefully more of you will be able to spare an hour to help us keep our village looking
spotless. The PC will be providing gloves, litter pickers and bin bags.
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SCHOOL REPORT
What a fantastic start to the year Bishop Carpenter has had!
Our Class 3 children have all started playing either the violin or the cello (this is in
addition to small group lessons that some of the children already have). It is really impressive to see the whole
class playing together. Year 3 was invited to Carrdus School for a drama workshop and were commended on
their behaviour and participation.
Class 4 have undertaken a first aid course run by Bicester First Aid Training and in fact received their
certificates in this week’s family service. They found the course not only informative but also enjoyable. Class 4
also received penpal letters from the Falkland Islands and are preparing their returns. They were also invited to
Sibford School to see a performance of ‘The Wizard Of Oz’. Our year 6 children went to Oxford for a ‘Junior
Citizen’ workshop to prepare them for some of life’s unexpected events and to give them experience of making
an emergency telephone call.
Class 1 made pizza at Pizza Express in Banbury and luckily for us brought some extras back to school!
Some children have had the opportunity to participate in Athletics events and some are in preparation for both
hockey and netball tournaments coming up shortly. We have had specialist coaches in from Wade Gym and
Bloxham School.
We are very fortunate to have such an active group of governors that are part of our school’s day-to-day life.
They have been in school working with the children, assisting on visits and supporting the staff team. We
welcome volunteers to come and support children with their reading and are very thankful to all those who
help. If this is something that you may like to be involved with please do not hesitate in contacting us.
Pancake racing took place this week after which there was an opportunity to decorate (and eat) a pancake for a
contribution towards our new fund raising project. The school is currently raising funds towards replacement
play equipment as ours has unfortunately been condemned.
Well the daffodils are out and we have lots of exciting things to look forward to including a Class 4 residential
and a Class 2 trip to London!

Kids VIG Screen
Saturday 12th March 2016, 5pm

HOME
A polite reminder that all children must be accompanied by an adult. If you need to pop out
for a while, can you arrange with another adult in the audience to watch your child, as those
in the kitchen do not feel that we are able to properly supervise your child and run the
kitchen– sorry.
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THE VIG SCREEN

(North Newington Film Club)
At Bishop Carpenter School, Doors open 7pm (£3.50 raffle admission)
Film starts 7.30pm

18th March – Still Alice
Alice Howland, happily married with three grown children, is a renowned linguistics
professor who starts to forget words. When she receives a devastating diagnosis, Alice and
her family find their bonds tested.

15th April – The Lady in The Van
Two-time Oscar® winner and star of “Downton Abbey”, Dame Maggie Smith, recreates one of
her most celebrated roles – the singular Miss Shepherd – in The Lady In The Van, Alan
Bennett’s big-screen comedic adaptation of his own iconic memoir and honoured stage play.
Based on the true story, Miss Shepherd was a woman of uncertain origins who “temporarily” parked her
van in Bennett’s London driveway and proceeded to live there for 15 years. What began, as a begrudged
favour became a relationship that would change both their lives. Filmed on the street and in the house
where Bennett and Miss Shepherd lived for all those years, acclaimed director Nicholas Hytner reunites
with Bennett (The Madness of King George, The History Boys) to bring this funny, poignant, and lifeaffirming story to the screen.

29th April – Amy
The story of Amy Winehouse in her own words, featuring unseen archival footage and
unheard tracks.

13th May – Carol
In an adaptation of Patricia Highsmith's seminal novel The Price of Salt, CAROL follows two
women from very different backgrounds who find themselves in an unexpected love affair in
1950s New York. As conventional norms of the time challenge their undeniable attraction, an
honest story emerges to reveal the resilience of the heart in the face of change. A young
woman in her 20s, Therese Belivet (Rooney Mara), is a clerk working in a Manhattan department store and
dreaming of a more fulfilling life when she meets Carol (Cate Blanchett), an alluring woman trapped in a
loveless, convenient marriage. As an immediate connection sparks between them, the innocence of their
first encounter dims and their connection deepens. While Carol breaks free from the confines of marriage,
her husband (Kyle Chandler) begins to question her competence as a mother as her involvement with
Therese and close relationship with her best friend Abby (Sarah Paulson) come to light.

BROUGHTON GROUNDS FARM
A couple of things happening ‘down on the farm’ that you may be interested in..
Vintage ploughing match
Here on the morning of Sunday 13th March, all welcome. Will be plenty of rare old specimens,
tractors and operators!
Bryan Palmer is the organiser ... we're just hosting it for the society,
http://www.bdvps.co.uk/events.html
Banbury and District Vintage Ploughing Society BDVPS.CO.UK
Lambing afternoon
On Saturday 9th April we are holding a lambing afternoon for Katharine House Hospice in
loving memory of our friend, Michael O'Dea.
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Julian’s Jokes

No matter how much you push the envelope, it’ll still be stationery.
…………………………………
I asked a Buddhist friend if he'd rather be buried or cremated. He said, "Cremated, every time."
…………………….
Schrödinger’s cat walks into a bar and doesn’t.

…………………………………………………………………………
Every time you make a typo, the errorists win.
……………………………………

My brother wishes he could compose smutty verse as good as mine.
Is this scribbling ribaldry I ask myself?

Minority View. Film Club.
The Film Club has been running for ten years at least. It used to be quite well attended with audiences of
twenty to thirty people, a record for a small community of only a hundred and twenty houses. Over the past
couple of years we’ve attracted far fewer, sometimes only six. So, something’s happened. The Group used to
be run in association with the Film Club at Chipping Norton and there was a group decision about the films. The
films certainly weren’t blockbusters and we did have some challenging stuff. Cuts have chopped that group.
Now a North Newington VIG sub-group decides on the films. We try to keep up to date and stick in a few more
popular films as well. But we are a tiny minority. What’s happened?
The children’s Saturday film group works very well.
1. Irrelevant. We download the films we want to see.
2. We don’t like your films.
3. We don’t know you exist.
4. The school is too cold.
5. You’re outdated,
6. Target your groups and you might do better.
7. Teens, young adults, sports enthusiasts, film buffs. Should we cater for different groups and get them to
choose their own films?
8. Doesn’t matter,
9. Rotten advertising.
What do you think? Should we just let it go on as it is? Should we try to change it? The only people who pitch
up now are a tiny group of a certain age, and that’s becoming more uncertain!
Roger Shapley
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Compost Corner
•

•

•

•

•

•

Finish off the second stage of bush rose pruning. Choose an outward facing bud on each stem
as low on the plant as practical. Using sharp secateurs cut the stem just above the selected
bud. Cut out any spindly, damaged or weak stems and any old brown and decaying stems from
the base.
Likewise, Lavender will benefit from a tiding up trim. Using secateurs or shears if the plants is
large, cut back as desired. Ensure that the cut is not below the silver leaves, as new growth
does not occur on bare stems.
Time to wake up the lawns after winter. The rather wet season has resulted in a great deal of
the nutrients being leached away together with an increase in moss growth. Either rake with a
spring tine rake (very hard work) or hire a scarifier and remove all loosened moss. If possible,
spike with a fork to aid drainage. Apply the first light dressing of a high nitrogen fertiliser or
one of the 'Four in One' compounds which include a moss and weed killer. Take care not to
overdress or spill any as it can seriously scorch or kill your grass.
Early potatoes, especially those already chitted, can be planted out into the warming soil. As
soon as the shoots begin to emerge, begin drawing soil up to the stems to form ridges and to
protect from late frosts.
As the soil dries out, start to prepare vegetable seedbeds. Carrot, parsnips and other maincrop
roots can be sown in succession from now until mid April. Apply 'Growmore' fertiliser to
enhance your winter-applied compost.
In the greenhouse, all summer bedding seeds should be sown now to be ready for planting out in
mid-May. Remove from the propagator as soon the first true leaves appear (not the first little
round ones known as the cotyledons). Bring into full light and a warm atmosphere. Harden off
at least three weeks before planting.

Blokes Book Club
This month’s read was A Brief History of Seven Killings by Marlon James
The book chronicles the attempted assassination of Bob Marley in 1976, and the aftermath. James won the Man
Booker Prize for the novel in 2015. James is a Jamaican writer with a message, a profound linguistic ability, a
sense of humour and he makes no concessions to his readers’ sensibilities or abilities. This was not an easy book;
in fact he floored most of us.
There are seventy-five characters in the book all having some connection with the assassination attempt and
Jamaican politics both internal and external, and all convey aspects of Jamaican life from privilege to summary
dismissal. Each character has one or more chapters in which to relate his or her thoughts about the event.
There are three periods covering the preamble to the event, the event itself and the aftermath. Ever thought
of Tolstoy? Here’s your chance!
A lot of the writing is in Patois, which after much effort and skimming does become intermittently
comprehensible. There are a few characters that re-appear constantly and they provide a comforting thread,
which links events and almost sustains a narrative.
The book is heavily researched and referenced but most of it demands a knowledge of South American politics
and pop culture, which stumped even the most adventurous of our group.
On the other hand the violence, sexism and total amorality became evident after only a few pages and James’
ability to strip away the veneer of convention does leave you with a belief that there is a new reality which has
to be taken seriously because it exists now. A far cry from North Newington, or is it?
Roger Shapley 18.2.16
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EASTER FACTOIDS
•
•
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•
•

•
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•
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Every child in the UK receives an average of 8.8 Easter eggs every year – double their recommended
calorie intake for a whole week.
The largest ever Easter egg hunt was in Florida, where 9,753 children searched for 501,000 eggs.
In 2007, an Easter egg covered in diamonds sold for almost £9 million. Every hour, a cockerel made of
jewels pops up from the top of the Faberge egg, flaps its wings four times, nods its head three times
and makes a crowing noise. The gold-and-pink enamel egg was made by the Russian royal family as an
engagement gift for French aristocrat Baron Edouard de Rothschild.
When people gorge on a chocolate Easter bunny, 76 per cent bite off the ears first, 5 per cent go for
the feet and 4 per cent opt for the tail.
In the USA, 90 million chocolate bunnies and 91.4 billion eggs are produced each year. At Easter,
Americans also consume more than 16 million jellybeans used to fill the hollow centre of Easter eggs, and
that’s enough to circle the globe three times over.
The White House hosts an Easter Egg Roll on the front lawn each year. This tradition was started by
President Rutherford B. Hayes in 1878.
Sales at Easter time make up 10 per cent of UK chocolate spending for the whole year.
The UK’s first chocolate egg was produced in 1873 by Fry’s of Bristol.
The tallest chocolate Easter egg was made in Italy in 2011. Standing 10.39 metres tall and weighing
7,200 kg, it was taller than a giraffe and heavier than an elephant. But Portugal is the home of the
largest decorated Easter egg, which reached almost 15m in height and 8m in diameter when it was made
in 2008.
In 2012, London hosted the world’s biggest-ever Easter egg hunt.
The world’s most popular egg-shaped chocolate is Cadbury’s Creme Egg. Workers at Cadbury in
Birmingham produce 1.5 million of these every day.
On Easter Sunday in Scotland and North-East England, some people have great fun rolling painted eggs
down steep hills. This is also popular in parts of America, where people push the egg along with a spoon.
The name Easter owes its origin to Eostre or Eastre, an Anglo-Saxon goddess of light and the dawn who
was honoured at pagan festivals celebrating the arrival of spring.
In medieval times, a festival of egg throwing was held in church, when the priest would throw a hardboiled egg to one of the choirboys. It was then tossed from one choirboy to the next and whoever held
the egg when the clock struck 12 was the winner and could keep it.
The custom of giving eggs at Easter has been traced back to Egyptians, Persians, Gauls, Greeks and
Romans, for whom the egg was a symbol of life.

How to contact us……
Parish Council – northnewingtonparishcouncil@gmail.com
Parish Clerk – Elaine Boswell Tel: 738803
Village newsletter – thegossip@northnewington.info
Editors Elaine Boswell Tel: 738803 & Luci Jordan Tel:
730928
Village facebook page – www.facebook.com/northnewington
Village website – northnewington.wordpress.com
Luci Jordan Tel: 730928

Babysitters - Live in North Newington
Emily Howarth- 01295 738560
Esme Davidson – 01295 738247

The Editors reserve the right to make any alterations to your
contributions for the gossip for publishing purposes and accept
no responsibility for any omissions or their consequences.
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